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Travel Lock Out Mode 
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What is it?  

A way to lock your light off so that it will not accidentally turn on in your bag.  You can 
also rotate the switch 90 degrees to lock the slider switch so that it cannot slide forward 
or backward. 

Why it’s awesome:  

If your light turns on in your bag it will run your battery out (and be diving in the dark). 
You don’t want to unleash the awesome power of our lights above water. Our lights like 
to stay cool and like the critters they shine on they are best served wet … 
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Sola Printing – Indicates if travel lock out mode is available 

How to use it: 

Solas (excluding the Dive and Photo 500s & 800s): To put your light in the travel lock 
out mode slide and hold down the power button for 5-7 seconds. The indicator light 
should start flashing red. Your light will now be locked and moving the power slider will 
not affect the power. 

To take it out of travel lock out mode slide and hold down the power button for 5-7 
seconds.  The indicator light should start flashing green and your light will begin 
functioning again. 

Sola 4000: This light also has a nob with a coin slot that electrically disconnects the 
battery from the circuit to ensure safe airplane travel. Be sure not to over torque this nob. 
If the slot is lined up with the diver or the airplane you’re good, no need to over tighten. 

You may be experiencing travel lock out mode if:   

Your try and turn on your light and the light does not come on and the indicator light 
blinks red 2 times or you find yourself saying: 

“My light is not holding a charge” 

“The power button doesn’t work” 

“My battery has run worn out” 

“There is something wonky going on with my battery” 

“My light is in SOS mode” 

“A demon has possessed my light and is causing it to malfunction” 

  

- The Customer Service Team 
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